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We show that the constraint algebra of Ashtekar’s Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity
can be non-trivially deformed by allowing the cosmological constant to become an arbitrary function
of the (Weyl) curvature. Our result implies that there is not one but infinitely many (parameterized
by an arbitrary function) four-dimensional gravity theories propagating two degrees of freedom.
PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd
In [1] Ashtekar described a new Hamiltonian formula-
tion of general relativity (GR) in which the canonically
conjugate phase-space variables are a densitized triad σ˜ai
and a (complexified) SU(2) connection Aia. Here spatial
and “internal” indices are denoted by lower-case Latin
letters from the beginning and from the middle of the al-
phabet, respectively. The constraints of general relativity
take an amazingly simple form in this formulation:
Daσ˜
ai ≈ 0, (1)
σ˜aiF iab ≈ 0, (2)
ǫijkσ˜aiσ˜bjF kab + Λǫ
ijkǫ˜abcσ˜aiσ˜bj σ˜ck ≈ 0. (3)
Here Da is the covariant derivative with respect to the
connection Aia, ǫ
ijk and ǫ˜abc are the completely anti-symmetric “internal” and spatial tensors taking values
±1 (undertilde denotes the density weight −1), and
F iab = 2∂[aA
i
b] + ǫ
ijkAjaA
k
b is the curvature of A
i
a. In
the original work [1] the Hamiltonian formulation of GR
with zero cosmological constant was given. A generaliza-
tion to the case of non-zero Λ is trivial and consists in
adding the second term in (3). The constraints (1), (2)
and (3) are the Gauss, diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian
ones, respectively. They form a first-class algebra, i.e.,
the Poisson bracket of any two constraints vanishes on
the constraint surface. This implies that (1), (2) and (3)
generate gauge transformations of the theory and allows
a simple count of the number of physical (propagating)
degrees of freedom (DOF). Specifically, one has 3×3 = 9
kinematical configurational variables Aia, together with
three Gauss, three diffeomorphism and one Hamiltonian
constraint, which gives two physical DOF.
The main aim of this letter is to point out that there
exists an infinite-parametric family of deformations of
the above constraint algebra. In the deformed case the
canonically conjugate variables are still the same den-
sitiezed triad σ˜ai and the connection Aia. The Gauss
and diffeomorphism constraints are unchanged. The only
modification occurs in the Hamiltonian constraint, in
which the cosmological constant Λ gets replaced by an
(arbitrary) function φ(Ψ) of the (symmetric) tensor:
Ψij :=
(F
(i
abǫ
j)klσ˜akσ˜bl)tr−free
ǫ˜abcσ˜aiσ˜bj σ˜ck =
(F
(i
abǫ
j)klσakσbl)tr−free, (4)
where “tr-free” denotes the trace-free part. Thus, the
modified Hamiltonian constraint becomes:
ǫijkσ˜aiσ˜bjF kab + φ(Ψ)ǫ
ijkǫ˜abcσ˜aiσ˜bj σ˜ck ≈ 0. (3′)
As we shall demonstrate, the algebra of the constraints
(1), (2) and (3′) is still of the first class, which implies
that the count of the number of physical degrees of free-
dom is unchanged and the theory still propagates two
DOF. In GR the quantity Ψij defined by (4) is noth-
ing but the Weyl part of the Riemann curvature tensor.
The modified theory (3′) can thus be described as one
in which the cosmological constant became a non-trivial
function of the “curvature”. We shall also give the La-
grangian generally covariant description of this class of
modified gravity theories. Taken together, the results re-
ported in this letter imply that there is not one, but an
infinite number of four-dimensional generally covariant
gravity theories propagating two degrees of freedom. Let
us also note that since there are only two independent
invariants Tr(Ψ)2, Tr(Ψ)3 that can be constructed from
a traceless symmetric matrix Ψ, the theories under con-
sideration are parameterized by a function φ(Ψ) of two
variables.
Since only the Hamiltonian constraint has been modi-
fied we only have to verify its algebra. However, because
the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints generate gauge
and spatial diffeomorphism transformations respectively,
it is clear that their algebra with the new Hamiltonian
will not get modified. More precisely, as the Hamilto-
nian is gauge invariant it commutes with the Gauss con-
straint, and the Poisson bracket of the diffeomorphism
and Hamiltonian constraints gives back the Hamiltonian
with a Lie derivative of the lapse function; see [1] for
details. Thus, as in the case of GR, the only non-trivial
task is to verify the algebra of the Hamiltonian constraint
with itself. For this purpose we, as usual, form the gen-
erator of transformations by smearing the constraint (3′)
2against a lapse function:
CN˜ :=
∫
d3xN˜ (Hamiltonian). (5)
To ensure that the above integral converges we assume
the same fall-off conditions for the phase space vari-
ables as in GR; see [1]. To compute the Poisson bracket
{CN˜1 , CN˜2} we will need the variational derivatives of thesmeared constraint. These are obtained from the follow-
ing useful formula:
δCN˜ =
∫
d3xN˜
(
hijδ(F
(i
abǫ
j)klσ˜akσ˜bl) +
(φ(Ψ)−MlmΨ
lm)δ(ǫ˜abcǫijkσ˜aiσ˜bj σ˜ck)
)
. (6)
Here we have introduced:
Mij :=
∂φ(Ψ)
∂Ψij
, (7)
hij := δij +Mij . (8)
Note that the matrixMij is symmetric traceless. For this
reason we can replace Mijδ(. . .)
ij
tr−free by the full varia-
tion Mijδ(. . .)
ij , and this is what was done to get (6).
This gives the following expressions for the variational
derivatives:
δCN˜
δAia
= 2Db
(
N˜ hijǫjklσ˜akσ˜bl) , (9)
δCN˜
δσ˜ai
= 2N˜ hjlF jabǫiklσ˜kb +
3N˜ (φ(Ψ)−MlmΨlm)ǫ˜abcǫijkσ˜bj σ˜ck. (10)
When we substitute these into the formula
{CN˜1 , CN˜2} =
∫
d3x
(
δCN˜1
δAia
δCN˜2
δσ˜ai
−
δCN˜2
δAia
δCN˜1
δσ˜ai
)
, (11)
the second term in (10) does not contribute. This hap-
pens for exactly the same reason as in GR: the symmetric
tensor hij gets contracted with the anti-symmetric tensor
ǫijk. Thus, we only have to worry about the first term in
(10). The Poisson bracket is then equal to four times the
integral over the spatial manifold of the following quan-
tity:
Db
(
N˜ 1hijǫjklσ˜akσ˜bl)N˜ 2hmpFmacǫinpσ˜cn − (1↔ 2) =
N˜˜ bhijǫjklσ˜akσ˜blhmpFmacǫinpσ˜cn,
where
N˜˜ a = ∂a(N˜ 1)N˜ 2 − ∂a(N˜ 2)N˜ 1. (12)
In order to simplify this, let us replace Fmac σ˜
akσ˜cn by
(1/2)ǫqkn(Fσσ)mq , where
(Fσσ)ij := F iabǫ
jklσ˜akσ˜bl. (13)
Expanding ǫjklǫqkn and using the fact that hij is a sym-
metric matrix, after some simple algebra we can trans-
form the Poisson bracket of interest to the following sim-
ple form:
2σ˜blǫlijhjnhimN˜˜ b(Fσσ)mn.
It is clear that only the anti-symmetric part of (Fσσ)
contributes and that this expression is proportional to
the diffeomorphism constraint since (1/2)ǫijk(Fσσ)jk =
σ˜aiσ˜bjF jab. This allows us to write down our final result
for the commutator of two Hamiltonian constraints:
{CN˜1 , CN˜2} = 4
∫
d3x ˜˜QabN˜˜ bF iacσ˜ci, (14)
where
˜˜Qab :=
1
2
σ˜aiσ˜blǫijkǫlmnhjmhkn. (15)
The expression for the Poisson bracket is thus the same
as in the GR case, see [1], apart from the fact that a more
complicated metric ˜˜Qab is used in place of σ˜aiσ˜bi. When
φ = const, the matrix hij = δij and one gets back the
familiar GR result. This finishes our demonstration of
the fact that the algebra of the constraints (1), (2) and
(3′) is of the first class.
It is well known (see, e.g., [2]) that Ashtekar’s con-
straint algebra arises as a result of the 3+1 decompo-
sition of the Pleban´ski formulation [3] of GR. Here we
describe the spacetime covariant theory that leads to the
modified constraint algebra (1), (2) and (3′). This theory
was proposed in [4] and its action is given by:
S =
∫
Bi ∧ F
i(A)−
1
2
(
Ψij −
1
3
δijφ(Ψ)
)
Bi ∧Bj .(16)
When φ = const = Λ one recognizes in this the Pleban´ski
action for GR with the cosmological constant. For φ
depending non-trivially on the Lagrange multiplier field
Ψij one gets a new theory. In the above action Bi is an
SU(2) Lie algebra valued two-form, Ai is the connection
one-form, F i(A) is its curvature, and Ψij is the Lagrange
multiplier field, which is required to be symmetric trace-
less.
The 3+1 decomposition of the theory (16) proceeds as
in [2]. One easily finds that the momentum conjugate
to the spatial connection Aia is given by σ˜
ai = ǫ˜abcBibc
and that the term in the action containing Ai0 gives the
standard expression for the Gauss constraint. Using the
momentum variable, one re-writes the expression for the
Lagrange multiplier term as:
−
(
Ψij −
1
3
δijφ(Ψ)
)
Bi0aσ˜
aj . (17)
The other term we have to consider is
2Bi0aǫ˜
abcF ibc. (18)
3The quantity Bi0a plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier
and is a spatial one-form with values in the Lie algebra.
One can use the triad to convert it to a quantity Bij0 with
two internal indices. This can be decomposed into its
symmetric trace and traceless as well as anti-symmetric
parts. We get the following very useful representation:
Bi0a = (δ
ij +M ij)σ˜jaN˜ ˜˜σ + ǫijkσ˜jaN˜k, (19)
where we have introduced the co-triad σ˜ia of density
weight −1 satisfying σ˜aiσ˜ja = δij , densitiezed lapse N˜
and shift N˜k functions, as well as the determinant of the
spatial metric ˜˜σ = ǫ˜abcσ˜aiσ˜bj σ˜ck. The matrixM ij in (19)is traceless and is (proportional to) the traceless part of
B
(ij)
0 . Using this representation it is easy to compute the
Lagrange multiplier term (17). We get:
(φ(Ψ)−MijΨ
ij)N˜ ˜˜σ. (20)
Varying the corresponding term in the action with re-
spect to Ψ we get the equation that states that Mij is
precisely the matrix introduced in (7) above.
Let us now consider an equation one gets by varying
the action with respect to the fields M ij . There is a
contribution from the term (18) as well as from (20). It
is not hard to see that the resulting equation is precisely
(4) relating the Lagrange multiplier field to other phase
space variables. A moment of reflection shows that the
system of constraints (4), (7) as well as PΨ ≈ 0, PM ≈ 0,
where PΨ and PM are the momenta conjugate to Ψ and
M , respectively, is of second class. Thus, these variables
should be eliminated by solving for them and substituting
the result into the action. When doing this we find that
the terms involving M ij cancel, and the action in the
Hamiltonian form is:
S =
∫
d3x
(
σ˜aiA˙ia +A
i
0Daσ˜
ai +
(δijN˜ + 12ǫijkN˜ k)(Fσσ)ij +N˜ φ(Ψ)˜˜σ
)
, (21)
where the matrix (Fσσ)ij was defined in (13). We thus
get precisely the structure of the phase space as described
above.
We have described an infinitely large family of four-
dimensional modified gravity theories propagating two
degrees of freedom. A theory from the family is param-
eterized by an arbitrary function φ(Ψ) of a symmetric
traceless matrix (thus a function of two variables). Gen-
eral relativity itself belongs to this family as the sim-
plest case φ = const = Λ. The essence of modification is
to replace the cosmological constant by a “cosmological
function” of the curvature. The results presented here
are particularly surprising in view of the well-known fact
that the only four-dimensional generally covariant theory
of spacetime metric propagating two degrees of freedom is
general relativity. The theories described here avoid this
no-go theorem because the spacetime metric emerges in
them only as a derived concept.
The described new class of gravity theories may have
far-reaching applications. In particular, it may be pos-
sible to use them to address the cosmological-constant
problem, which is to explain why the observed cosmolog-
ical constant is so different from the one that is expected
to arise as the vacuum energy of quantum fields. One
possibility that arises in the present context is that the
vacuum energy of fields with typical energy scale, say,
1/l2p, where lp is the Planck length, contributes the nat-
ural value 1/l2p to φ(1/l
2
p) for curvatures Ψ of the order
of 1/l2p. This large value, however, does not have to be
equal to φ(0), which plays the role in cosmology. Some
other possible physical applications of this class of theo-
ries have been described in [5].
Our result also has implications for the program of loop
quantum gravity, see e.g. [6]. This program is often crit-
icized for elevating general relativity to the fundamental
status even at the Planck scale, where, as is widely be-
lieved, the GR description is invalid. Our result shows
that the starting point of loop quantum gravity, i.e., the
kinematical phase space together with the constraint al-
gebra of the type described above, is common to a much
more general class of theories than GR. Thus, provided
one allows for a more general class of Hamiltonian con-
straints, the technology and all the results of loop quan-
tum gravity immediately extend to quite a large class of
theories, some of them being possibly much closer to the
correct description of gravity at Planck scale.
Our final remark is that some of the results of this let-
ter also follow from the analysis of [7] performed in the
“pure connection” formulation. However, the description
of the constraint algebra given here is new. Our descrip-
tion also emphasizes the fact that the only change as
compared to GR is in allowing the cosmological constant
to become the “cosmological function”, something that
is not at all clear from [7].
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